In this chapter we present an intention-based decision making system. We exhibit a coherent combination of two Logic Programming based implemented systems, Evolution Prospection and Intention Recognition. The Evolution Prospection system has proven to be a powerful system for decision making, designing and implementing several kinds of preferences and useful environment-triggering constructs. It is here enhanced with an ability to recognize intentions of other agents-an important aspect not well explored so far. The usage and usefulness of the combined system are illustrated with several extended examples in different application domains, including Moral Reasoning, Ambient Intelligence, Elder Care, and Game Theory.
INTRODUCTION
Given the crucial role and ubiquity of intentions in our everyday decision making , one would expect intentions to occupy a substantial place in any theory of action. However, in what concern perhaps the most prominent theory of action-rational choice theory -which includes the theory of decision making-the attention is mainly, if not exclusively, given to actions, strategies, information, outcomes and preferences, but not to intentions (O. . This is not to say that no attention has been paid to the relationship between rational choice and intentions. Quite the contrary, a rich philosophical and Artificial Intelligence (AI) literature has developed on the relation between rationality and intentions . Some philosophers, for example in , have been concerned with the role that intention plays in directing rational decision making and guiding future actions. In addition, many agent researchers have recognized the importance of intentions in developing useful agent theories, architectures, and languages, such as Rao and Georgeff with their BDI model , which has led to the commercialization of several high-level agent languages, e.g. in . However, to the best of our knowledge, there has been no real attempt to model and implement the role of intentions in decision making, within a rational choice framework. Intentions of other relevant agents are always assumed to be given as the input of a decision making process; no system that integrates a real intention recognition system into a decision making system has been implemented so far.
In this chapter, we present a coherent Logic Programming (LP) based framework for decision makingwhich extends our previous work on Evolution Prospection for decision making )-but taking into consideration now the intentions of other agents. Obviously, when being immersed in a multi-agent environment, knowing the intentions of other agents can benefit the recognizing agents in a number of ways. It enables the recognizing agents to predict what other agents will do next or might have done before-thereby being able to plan in advance to take the best advantage from the prediction, or to act so as to take remedial action. In addition, an important role of recognizing intentions is to enable coordination of your own actions and in collaborating with others . We have also recently shown the role of intention recognition in promoting improved cooperative behavior in populations or societies of self-interested agents . A large body of literature has exhibited experimental evidence of the ability to recognize/understand intention of others in many kinds of interactions and communications, not only in Human but also many other species Woodward, et al., 2009) . Furthermore, the important role of intention-based decision making modeling has been recognized in a diversity of experimental studies, including behavioral economics and morality . In AI application domains wherein an ability to recognize users' intentions is crucial for the success of a technology, such as the ones of Ambient Intelligence and Elder Care , intention-based decision making is also becoming of increasing interest.
The Evolution Prospection (EP) system is an implemented LP-based system for decision making ). An EP agent can prospectively look ahead a number of steps into the future to choose the best course of evolution that satisfies a goal. This is achieved by designing and implementing several kinds of prior and post preferences and several useful environment-triggering constructs for decision making. In order to take into account intentions of other agents in decision making processes, we employ our previously implemented, also LPbased, intention recognition system, as an external module of the EP system. For an easy integration, the Bayesian network inference of the intention recognition system is performed by P-log , a probabilistic logic system 1 . In general, intention recognition can be defined as the process of inferring the intention or goal of another agent (called "individual intention recognition") or a group of other agents (called "collective intention recognition") through their observable actions or their actions' observable effects on the environment .
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. In Section 2 we describe our two LP-based previously implemented systems, the Evolution Prospection system and Intention Recognition. On top of these two systems, in Section 3 we describe our intention-based decision making system, the main contribution of this chapter. Section 4 describes how our framework can be utilized to address several issues in the Ambient Intelligence and Elder Care application domains. Next, Section 5 points out how intentionality is important in the moral reasoning, and how our intention-based decision making system can be used therein. This section also demonstrates how our system can be useful to model different Preferring Abducibles An abducible A can be assumed only if it is a considered one, i.e. if it is expected in the given situation, and, moreover, there is no expectation to the contrary
consider(A) ← expect(A), not expect_not(A), A.
The rules about expectations are domain-specific knowledge contained in the theory of the program, and effectively constrain the hypotheses available in a situation. Note that for each abducible a consider-rule is added automatically into the EP program.
Handling preferences over abductive logic programs has several advantages, and allows for easier and more concise translation into NLPs than those prescribed by more general and complex rule preference frameworks. The advantages of so proceeding stem largely from avoiding combinatory explosions of abductive solutions, by filtering irrelevant as well as less preferred abducibles .
To express preference criteria among abducibles, we envisage an extended language L * . A preference atom in L * is of the form a <| b, where a and b are abducibles. It means that if b can be assumed (i.e. considered), then b <| a forces a to be considered too if it can. A preference rule in L * is of the form:
where L 1 ,…, L t are domain literals over L * .
A priori preferences are used to produce the most interesting or relevant conjectures about possible future states. They are taken into account when generating possible scenarios (abductive solutions), which will subsequently be preferred amongst each other a posteriori.
Example (Choose tea or coffee) Consider a situation where I need to choose to drink either tea or coffee (but not both). I prefer coffee to tea when sleepy, and do not drink coffee when I have high blood pressure. This situation can be described with the following EP program, including two abducibles coffee and tee:
This program has two abductive solutions, one with tea and the other with coffee. Adding literal sleepy triggers the only a priori preference in the program, which defeats the solution where only tea is present (due to the impossibility of simultaneously abducing coffee). If later we add blood pressure high, coffee is no longer expected, and the transformed preference rule no longer defeats the abduction of tea, which then becomes the single abductive solution, despite the presence of sleepy.
A Posteriori Preferences
Having computed possible scenarios, represented by abductive solutions, more favorable scenarios can be preferred a posteriori. Typically, a posteriori preferences are performed by evaluating consequences of abducibles in abductive solutions. An a posteriori preference has the form:
where A i , A j are abductive solutions and L i , L j are domain literals. This means that A i is preferred to A j a posteriori if L i and L j are true as the side effects of abductive solutions A i and A j , respectively, without any further abduction when testing for the side effects. Optionally, in the body of the preference rule there can be any Prolog predicate used to quantitatively compare the consequences of the two abductive solutions.
Evolution Result A Posteriori Preference While looking ahead a number of steps into the future, the agent is confronted with the problem of having several different possible courses of evolution. It needs to be able to prefer amongst them to determine the best courses from its present state (and any state in general). The a posteriori preferences are no longer appropriate, since they can be used to evaluate only one-step-far consequences of a commitment. The agent should be able to also declaratively specify preference amongst evolutions through quantitatively or qualitatively evaluating the consequences or side effects of each evolution choice.
A posteriori preference is generalized to prefer between two evolutions. An evolution result a posteriori preference is performed by evaluating consequences of following some evolutions. The agent must use the imagination (look-ahead capability) and present knowledge to evaluate the consequences of evolving according to a particular course of evolution. An evolution result a posteriori preference rule has the form:
where E i , E j are possible evolutions and L i , L j are domain literals. This preference implies that E i is preferred to Ej if Li and L j are true as evolution history side effects when evolving according to E i or E j , respectively, without making further abductions when just checking for the side effects. Optionally, in the body of the preference rule there can be recourse to any Prolog predicate, used to quantitatively compare the consequences of the two evolutions for decision making.
Intention Recognition
We describe our previously implemented intention recognition system, which operates upon Bayesian Network (BN) inference . To begin with, we provide some basic definitions regarding BNs needed for further understanding of the system.
Bayesian Networks
Definition 2 (Bayesian Network): A Bayesian Network (BN) is a pair consisting of a directed acyclic graph (DAG) whose nodes represent variables and missing edges encode conditional independencies between the variables, and an associated probability distribution satisfying the Markov assumption of conditional independence, saying that variables are independent of non-descendants given their parents in the graph .
In a BN, associated with each node of its DAG is a specification of the distribution of its variable, say A, conditioned on its parents in the graph (denoted by pa(A))-i.e., P(A|pa(A)) is specified. If pa(A) is empty (A is called root node), its unconditional probability distribution, P(A), is specified. These distributions are called Conditional Probability Distribution (CPD) of the BN.
The joint distribution of all node values can be determined as the product of conditional probabilities of the value of each node on its parents (1) where V = {X 1 ,…,X N }. is the set of nodes of the DAG. Suppose there is a set of evidence nodes (i.e. their values are observed) in the DAG, say O = {O 1 ,…,O N } ⊂ V. We can determine the conditional probability distribution of a variable X given the observed value of evidence nodes by using the conditional probability formula where the numerator and denominator are computed by summing the joint probabilities over all absent variables with respect to V as follows 
Bayesian Networks for Intention Recognition
In , a general BN model for intention recognition is presented and justified based on Heinze's causal intentional model . Basically, the BN consists of three layers: cause/reason nodes in the first layer (called pre-intentional) , connecting to intention nodes in the second one (called intentional), in turn connecting to action nodes in the third (called activity) ( Figure  1 ). Fig. 1 : General structure of a Bayesian network for intention recognition. The Bayesian network consists of three layers. The pre-intentional layer consists of cause/reason nodes, connecting to intention nodes in the intentional layer, which in turn connect to action nodes in the activity layer.
In general, intention recognition consists in computing the probabilities of each conceivable intention conditional on the current observations, including the observed actions in the third layer, and some of the causes/reasons in the first layer. The prediction of what is the intention of the observed agent can simply be the intention with the greatest conditional probability, possibly above some minimum threshold. Sometimes it is also useful to predict what are the N (N ≥ 2) most likely intentions given the current observations .
Example 2 (Fox-Crow): Consider Fox-Crow story, adapted from Aesop's fable (Aesop). There is a crow,
holding a cheese. A fox, being hungry, approaches the crow and praises her, hoping that the crow will sing and the cheese will fall down near him. Unfortunately for the fox, the crow is very intelligent, having the ability of intention recognition. Please -i(P) and Territory -i(T) . The facts that might give rise to those intentions are how friendly the Fox is (Friendly_fox) and how hungry he is (Hungry_fox). These figure in the first layer of the BN as the causes/reasons of the intention nodes. Currently, there is only one observation, which is, Fox praised Crow (Praised).
In this work, Bayesian Network inference will be performed using P-log, a probabilistic logic system, described in the next section. This will not only allow us to effectively represent the causal relations present a BN for intention recognition, the logic-based implementation of P-log will also allow us to make an easy integration with the EP system.
P-log
The P-log system in its original form ) uses Answer Set Programming (ASP) as a tool for computing all stable models of the logical part of P-log. Although ASP has proven a useful paradigm for solving a variety of combinatorial problems, its nonrelevance property makes the P-log system sometimes computationally redundant. A new implementation of P-log ), which we deploy in this work, uses the XASP package of XSB Prolog (XSB, 2009) for interfacing with Smodels , an answer set solver. The power of ASP allows the representation of both classical and default negation, to produce 2-valued models. Moreover, using XSB as the underlying processing platform enables collecting the relevant abducibles for a query, obtained by need with topdown search. Furthermore, XSB permits to embed arbitrary Prolog code for recursive definitions. Consequently, it allows more expressive queries not supported in the original version, such as metaqueries (probabilistic built-in predicates can be used as usual XSB predicates, thus allowing the full power of probabilistic reasoning in XSB) and queries in the form of any XSB predicate expression . In addition, the tabling mechanism of XSB significantly improves the performance of the system.
In general, a P-log program Π consists of a sorted signature, declarations, a regular part, a set of random selection rules, a probabilistic information part, and a set of observations and actions.
Sorted signature and Declaration:
The sorted signature Σ of Π contains a set of constant symbols and term-building function symbols, which are used to form terms in the usual way. Additionally, the signature contains a collection of special function symbols called attributes. Attribute terms are expressions of the form a(t), where a is an attribute and t is a vector of terms of the sorts required by a. A literal is an atomic expression, p, or its explicit negation, neg_p. If attribute a has no domain parameter, we simply write a : c 0 . The range of attribute a is denoted by range(a).
Regular part:
This part of a P-log program consists of a collection of XSB Prolog rules, facts and integrity constraints (IC) formed using literals of Σ. An IC is encoded as a XSB rule with the false literal in the head.
Random Selection
Rule: This is a rule for attribute a having the form:
This means that the attribute instance a(t) is random if the conditions in Body are satisfied. The DynamicRange allows us to restrict the default range for random attributes. The RandomName is a syntactic mechanism used to link random attributes to the corresponding probabilities. A constant full can be used in DynamicRange to signal that the dynamic range is equal to range(a).
Probabilistic Information: Information about probabilities of random attribute instances a(t) taking a particular value y is given by probability atoms (or simply pa-atoms) which have the following form:
pa (RandomName, a(t,y), d (A,B) ):-Body, meaning that if the Body were true, and the value of a(t) were selected by a rule named RandomName, then Body would cause a(t) = y with probability A/B. Note that the probability of an atom a(t,y) will be directly assigned if the corresponding pa/3 atom is the head of some pa-rule with a true body. To define probabilities of the remaining atoms we assume that, by default, all values of a given attribute, which are not assigned a probability, are equally likely.
Observations and Actions: These are, respectively, statements of the forms obs(l) and do(l), where l is a literal. Observations obs (a(t,y) ) are used to record the outcomes y of random events a(t), i.e. random attributes and attributes dependent on them. Statement do (a(t,y) ) indicates a(t) = y is enforced as the result of a deliberate action.
In an EP program, P-log code is embedded by putting it between two reserved keywords beginPlog and endPlog. In P-log, probabilistic information can be obtained using the XSB Prolog built-in predicate pr/2 . Its first argument is the query, the probability of which is needed to compute. The second argument captures the result. Thus, probabilistic information can be easily embedded by using pr/2 like a usual Prolog predicate, in any constructs of EP programs, including active goals, preferences, and integrity constraints. What is more, since P-log allows us to code Prolog probabilistic meta-predicates (Prolog predicates that depend on pr/2 predicates), we also can directly use probabilistic meta-information in EP programs. We will illustrate those features with several examples below.
Example 3 (Fox-Crow) The BN for Fox's intention recognition ( Figure 2 ) can be coded with the following P-log program.
1. bool = {t,f}. fox_intentions = {food,please,territory}. 2. hungry_fox : bool. friendly_fox : bool.
i : fox_intentions --> bool. praised : bool. 3. random (rh, hungry_fox, full) . random(rf, friendly_fox, full). random(ri, i(I), full). random(rp, praised, full). 4. pa(rh,hungry_fox(t),d_(1,2)). pa(rf,friendly_fox(t),d_(1,100)). 5. pa(ri(food),i(food,t),d_(8,10)) :-friendly_fox(t),hungry_fox(t).
pa(ri(food),i(food,t),d_(9,10)) :-friendly_fox(f),hungry_fox(t). pa(ri(food),i(food,t),d_(0.1,10)) :-friendly_fox(t),hungry_fox(f). pa(ri(food),i(food,t),d_(2,10)) :-friendly_fox(f),hungry_fox(f). 6. pa(ri(please),i(please,t),d_(7,10)) :-friendly_fox(t),hungry_fox(t).
pa(ri(please),i(please,t),d_(1,100)) :-friendly_fox(f),hungry_fox(t). pa(ri(please),i(please,t),d_(95,100)) :-friendly_fox(t),hungry_fox(f). pa(ri(please),i(please,t),d_(5,100)) :-friendly_fox(f),hungry_fox(f). 7. pa(ri(territory),i(territory,t),d_(1,10)) :-friendly_fox(t).
pa(ri(territory),i(territory,t),d_(9,10)) :-friendly_fox(f). 8. pa(rp, praised(t),d_(95,100)) :-i(food, t), i(please, t).
pa(rp, praised(t),d_(6,10)) :
Two sorts bool and fox_intentions, in order to represent Boolean values and the current set of Fox's conceivable intentions, are declared in part 1. Part 2 is the declaration of four attributes hungry_fox, friendly_fox, praised and i, which state the first three attributes have no domain parameter and get Boolean values, and the last one maps each Fox's intention to a Boolean value. The random selection rules in part 3 declare that these four attributes are randomly distributed in their ranges. The distributions of the top nodes (hungry_fox, friendly_fox) and the CPD corresponding to the BN in Figure 2 are given in part 4 and parts 5-8, respectively, using the probabilistic information pa-rules. For example, in part 4 the first rule says that fox is hungry with probability 1/2 and the second rule says he is friendly with probability 1/100. The first rule in part 5 states that if Fox is friendly and hungry, the probability of him having intention Food is 8/10.
Note that the probability of an atom a(t,y) will be directly assigned if the corresponding pa/3 atom is in the head of some pa-rule with a true body. To define probabilities of the remaining atoms we assume that by default, all values of a given attribute which are not assigned a probability are equally likely. For example, the first rule in part 4 implies that fox is not hungry with probability 1/2. And, actually, we can remove that rule without changing the probabilistic information since, in that case, the probability of fox being hungry and of not being hungry are both defined by default, thus, equal to 1/2.
The probabilities of Fox having intention Food, Territory and Please given the observation that Fox praised Crow can be found in P-log with the following queries, respectively:
?− pr(i(food,t) ′|′ obs(praised(t)),V 1 ). The answer is: V 1 = 0.9317. ?− pr(i(territory,t) ′|′ obs(praised(t)),V 2 ). The answer is: V 2 = 0.8836. ?− pr(i(please,t) ′|′ obs(praised(t)),V 3 ). The answer is: V 3 = 0.0900.
From the result we can say that Fox is most likely to have the intention of deceiving the Crow for food, i(food).
Intention-based Decision Making
There are several ways an EP agent can benefit from the ability to recognize intentions of other agents, both in friendly and hostile settings. Knowing the intention of an agent is a means to predict what he will do next or might have done before. The recognizing agent can then plan in advance to take the best advantage of the prediction, or act to take remedial action. Technically, in the EP system, this new kind of knowledge may impinge on the body of any EP constructs, such as active goals, expectation and counterexpectation rules, preference rules, integrity constraints, etc., providing a new kind of trigger.
In order to account for intentions of other agents in decision making with EP, we provide a built-in predicate, has_intention(Ag,I), stating that an agent Ag has the intention I. The truth-value of this predicate is evaluated by the intention recognition system. Whenever this predicate is called in an EP program, the intention recognition system is employed to check if Ag has intention I, i.e. I is the most likely conceivable intention at that moment. We also provide predicate has_intention (Ag,I,Pr) , stating that agent Ag has intention I with probability Pr. Hence, one can express, for example, the situation where one needs to be more, or less, cautious.
One can also generalize to consider the N-best intention recognition approach, that is, to assess whether the intention of the agent is amongst the N most likely intentions. It has been shown that by increasing N, the recognition accuracy is significantly improved ).
In the sequel we draw closer attention to some EP constructs, illustrating with several examples how to take into account intentions of other agents for enhancement of decision making.
Intentions Triggering Active Goals
Recall that an active goal has the form
where L 1 ,…, L t are domain literals. At the beginning of each cycle of evolution, those literals are checked with respect to the current evolving knowledge base and trigger the active goal if they all hold. For intention triggering active goals, the domain literals in the body can be in the form of has intention predicates, taking into account intentions of other agents.
This way, any intention recognition system can be used as the goal producer for decision making systems, the inputs of which are (active) goals to be solved (see for instance ).
It is easily seen that intention triggering active goals are ubiquitous. New goals often appear when one recognizes some intentions in others. In a friendly setting, one might want to help others to achieve their intention, which is generally represented as follows
while in a hostile setting, we probably want to prevent the opponents from achieving their goals
on_observe(prevent_achieve_goal(G)) ← opponent(P), has_intention(P,G).
Or, perhaps we simply want to plan in advance to take advantage of the hypothetical future obtained when the intending agent employs the plan that achieves his intention
on_observe(take_advantage(F)) ← agent(P), has_intention(P,G), future(employ(G),F).
Let us look a little closer at each setting, providing some ideas how they can be enacted. When helping someone to achieve an intention, what we need to do is to help him/her with executing a plan achieving that intention successfully, i.e., all the actions involved in that plan can be executed. This usually occurs in multi-agent collaborative tasks (see for example ), wherein the agents need to be able to recognize their partners' intention to secure an efficient collaboration.
In contrast, in order to prevent an intention from being achieved, we need to guarantee that any conceivable plans achieving that intention cannot be executed successfully. To that effect, at least one action in each plan must be prevented if the plan is conformant (i.e., a sequence of actions (Phan Huy Tu, Son, . If the plan is conditional (see for ), each branch is considered a conformant plan and must be prevented.
We shall exhibit a diversity of examples in the following sections.
Intention Triggering Preferences
Having recognized an intention of another agent, the recognizing agent may either favor or disfavor an abducible (a priori preferences), an abductive solution (a posteriori preferences) or an evolution (evolution result a posteriori preferences) with respect to another, respectively; depending on the setting they are in. If they are in a friendly setting, the one that provides more support to achieve the intention is more favored; in contrast, in a hostile setting, the one providing more support is disfavored. The recognizing agent may also favor the one that takes better advantage of the recognized intention.
To illustrate the usage of intention triggering a priori preferences, we revise here Example 1.
Example 4 (Choose tea or coffee taking into account a friend's intentions) Being thirsty, I consider making tea or coffee. I realize that my roommate, John, also wants to have a drink. To be friendly, I want to take into account his intention when making my choice. This scenario is represented with the following EP program.
<| coffee ← has_intention(john,tea). coffee <| tea ← has_intention(john,coffee).
It is enacted by the preference rules in part 5. The first rule says that tea is preferable, a priori, to coffee if John intends to drink tea; and vice versa, the second rule says that if John intends to drink coffee, coffee is preferable. Note that the recognition of what John intends is performed by the intention recognition system-which is triggered when a reserved predicate has_intention/2 is called.
This scenario also can be encoded using intention triggering a posteriori preferences. As a good friend of John, I prefer an abductive solution with a side effect of John being happy to the one with a side effect of John being unhappy. This can be coded as follows.
unhappy ← coffee, has_intention(john, tea). happy ← coffee, has_intention(john, coffee). unhappy ← tea, has_intention(john, coffee). unhappy ← tea, has_intention(john, tea). A i << A j ← holds_given(happy, A i ), holds_given(unhappy, A j ).
Despite its simplicity, the example demonstrates how to solve a class of collaborative situations, where one would like to take into account the intentions and the need of others when deriving relevant hypothetical solutions of our current goals.
Next, to illustrate other kinds of preferences, we consider the following revised extended version of the saving city example, presented in .
Example 5 (Saving cities by means of intention recognition) During war time, agent David, a general, needs to decide to save a city from his enemy's attack or leave it to keep the military resource, which might be important for some future purpose. David has recognized that a third party is intending to make an attack to the enemy on the next day. David will have a good chance to defeat the enemy if he has enough military resource to coordinate with the third party. The described scenario is coded with the following EP program.
abds([save/0, leave/0]). 2. expect(save). expect(leave). 3. on_observe(choose) ← has_intention(enemy,attack_my_city).
choose ← save. choose ← leave. 4. save_men(5000) ← save.
6. on_observe(decide) ← decide_strategy. decide ← stay_still. decide ← counter_attack. 7. good_opportunity ← has_intention(third_party,attack).
expect(counter_attack) ← good_opportunity, save_resource. expect(stay_still). 8. pr(win,0.9) ← counter_attack. pr(win,0.01) ← stay_still. 9. Ei <<< Ej ← holds_in_evol(pr(win,Pi), E i ), holds_in_evol(pr(win,Pj), E j ), P i > P j .
In the first cycle of evolution, there are two abducibles, save and leave, declared in part 1, to solve the active goal choose. The active goal is triggered when David recognizes the intention of the enemy to attack his city (part 3).
Similar to the original version in , in the case of being a bad general who just sees the situation at hand, David would choose to save the city since it would save more people (5000 vs. 0, part 4), i.e. the a posteriori preference in part 5 is taken into account immediately, to rule out the case of leaving the city since it would save less people. Then, next day, he would not be able to attack since the military resource is not saved (part 7), and that leads to the outcome with very small probability of winning the whole war (part 8).
But, fortunately, being able to look ahead plus, being capable of intention recognition, David can see that on the next day, if he has enough military resources, he will have a good opportunity to make a counterattack on his enemy (part 7), by coordinating with a third party who exhibits the intention to attack the enemy on that day as well; and a successful counter-attack would lead to a very much higher probability of winning the conflict as a whole (part 8). The evolution result a posteriori preference is employed in part 9 to prefer the evolution with higher probability of winning the whole conflict.
In this example we can see, in part 7, how a detected intention of another agent can be used to enhance the decision making process. It is achieved by providing an (indirect) trigger for an abducible expectation -thereby enabling a new opportunistic solution by means of coordinating with others -which affects the final outcome of the evolution result a posteriori preference in part 9.
Hostile Setting
In this hostile setting, having confirmed the intention (and possibly also the plans achieving that intention being carried out by the intending agent), the recognizing agent might act to prevent the intention from being achieved, that is, prevent at least one action of each intention achieving plan from being successfully executed; and, in case of impossibility to doing so, act to minimize losses as much as possible.
Example 6 (Fox-Crow, cont'd) Suppose in Example 2, the final confirmed Fox's intention is that of getting food (additional details can be found in 
animal(crow). 5. ← decline, sing.
← hide(crow,cheese), eat(crow,cheese). 6. eat(crow,cheese) <| hide(crow,cheese). 7. no_pleasure ← decline.
has_pleasure ← sing. 8. A i << A j ← holds_given(has_pleasure,A i ), holds_given(no_pleasure,A j ).
9. on_observe(feed_children) ← hungry(children). feed_children ← has_food. feed_children ← find_new_food. ← has_food, find_new_food. 10.expect(has_food) ← decline, not eat(crow,cheese). expect(has_food) ← hide(crow,cheese), not stolen(cheese). expect(find_new_food). 11. E i <<< E j ← hungry(children), holds_in_evol(has_food,E i ), holds_in_evol(find_new_food,E j ). 12. E i <<< E j ← holds_in_evol(has_pleasure,E i ), holds_in_evol(no_pleasure,E j ).
There are two possible ways so as not to lose the Food to Fox, either simply decline to sing (but thereby missing the pleasure of singing) or hide or eat the cheese before singing.
Part 1 is the declaration of program abducibles (the last two abducibles are for the usage in the second phase, starting from part 9). All of them are always expected (part 2). The counter-expectation rule in part 4 states that an animal is not expected to eat if he is full. The integrity constraints in part 5 say that Crow cannot decline to sing and sing, hide and eat the cheese, at the same time. The a priori preference in part 6 states that eating the cheese is always preferred to hiding it (since it may be stolen), of course, just in case eating is a possible solution.
Suppose Crow is not full. Then, the counter-expectation in part 4 does not hold. Thus, there are two possible abductive solutions: [decline] and [eat(crow,cheese) , sing] (since the a priori preference prevents the choice containing hiding).
Next, the a posteriori preference in part 8 is taken into account and rules out the abductive solution containing decline since it leads to having no pleasure which is less preferred to has pleasure -the consequence of the second solution that contains sing (part 7). In short, the final solution is that Crow eats the cheese then sings, without losing the cheese to Fox and having the pleasure of singing. Now, let us consider a smarter Crow who is capable of looking further ahead into the future in order to solve longer-term goals. Suppose that Crow knows that her children will be hungry later on, in the next stage of evolution (part 9); eating the cheese right now would make her have to find new food for the hungry children. Finding new food may take long, and is always less favorable than having food ready to feed them right away (cf. the evolution result a posteriori preference in part 11). Crow can see three possible evolutions: [[hide(crow, cheese) , sing], [has_food] ] and [[eat(crow, cheese) , sing], [find_new_food] ]. Note that in looking ahead at least two steps into the future, a posteriori preferences are taken into account only after all evolution-level ones have been applied . Now the two evolution result a posteriori preferences in parts 11-12 are taken into account. The first one rules out the evolution including finding new food since it is less preferred than the other two, which includes has_food. The second one rules out the one including decline. In short, Crow will hide the food to keep it for her hungry children, and still take pleasure from singing.
In short, we have seen several extended examples illustrating diverse ways in which accounting for intentions of others might, in a simple manner, significantly enhance the final outcome of a decision situation. In the next sections we pay attention to concrete application domains, wherein we address issues on which intention-based decision making may enable improvement, and show how to tackle them using our described logic-based framework. Namely, in more technological based application domains, those regarding Ambient Intelligence in the home environment and regarding Elder Care will be studied in the next section. Then, in Section 5, more experimental based domains, those of moral reasoning and game theory, are given attention.
Ambient Intelligence in the Home Environment and Elder Care
Ambient Intelligence (AmI) is the vision of a future in which environments support people inhabiting in them. The envisaged environment is unobtrusive, interconnected, adaptable, dynamic, embedded and intelligent. It should be sensitive to the needs of inhabitants, and capable of anticipating their needs and behavior. It should be aware of their personal requirements and preferences, and interact with people in a user-friendly way (see a comprehensive survey in ).
One of the key issues of Ambient Intelligence, which has not been well studied yet, and reported as an ongoing challenge , is that AmI systems need to be aware of users' preferences, intentions and needs. Undoubtedly too, respecting users' preferences and needs in decision making processes would increase their degree of acceptance with respect to the systems, making these deemed more friendly and thoughtful.
From this perspective on AmI, we can see a number of issues where intention recognition techniques can step in, providing help and enabling improvement. For example, in order to provide appropriate support, the environment should be able to proactively recognize the inhabitants' intention -to glean whether they need help to accomplish what they intend to do -or to warn them (or their carers) in case they intend something inappropriate or even dangerous.
Undoubtedly, an ability to recognize intentions of assisted people, as well as other relevant concerns such as intruders or the like, would enable to deal with a combination of several issues, encompassing those of pro-activeness (either agonistic or antagonistic), security, and emergency, in a much more integrated and timely manner . We discuss these very issues in the sequel.
Proactive Support
An important feature of AmI, particularly desirable in the Elder Care domain, is that the assisting system should take initiative to help the people it assists. To this end, the system must be capable of recognizing their intentions on the basis of their observable actions, then provide suggestions or help achieve the recognized intentions . A suggestion can be, for example, what are the appropriate kinds of drink for the elder, considering the current time, temperature, or even future scheduled events such as going to have a medical test on the next day, upon having recognized that he has an intention to drink something. Or, a suggestion can simply be telling the elder where he put his book yesterday, having recognized that he might be looking for it. This feature is especially desirable and important when the assisted people are elderly or individuals with disabilities or suffering from mental difficulties (P. . The need for technology in this area is obvious looking at the fact that in the last twenty years there has been a significant increase of the average age of the population in most western countries and the number of elderly people has been and will be constantly growing .
The EP system can be engaged to provide appropriate suggestions for the elders, taking into account the external environment, elders' preferences and already scheduled future events. Expectation rules and a priori preferences cater for the physical state information (health reports) of the elders, in order to guarantee that only contextually safe healthy choices are generated; subsequently, information such as the elders' pleasure and interests are then considered by a posteriori preferences and the like.
In the Elder Care domain, assisting systems should be able to provide contextually appropriate suggestions for the elders based on their recognized intentions. The assisting system is supposed to be better aware of the environment, the elders' physical states, mental states as well as their scheduled events, so that it can provide good and safe suggestions, or simply warnings.
Let us consider the following simple scenario in the Elder Care domain.
Example 7 (Elder Care) An elder stays alone in his apartment. The intention recognition system observes that he is looking for something in the living room. In order to assist him, the system needs to figure out what he intends to find. The possible things are: something to read (book); something to drink (drink); the TV remote control (Rem); and the light switch (Switch). The BN for recognizing the elder's intention, with CPD and top nodes distribution, is given in Figure 3 . Similarly to the P-log representation and inference in Example 3, the probabilities that the elder has the intention of looking for book, drink, remote control and light switch given the observations that he is looking around and of the states of the light (on or off) and TV (on or off) can be obtained with the following queries, respectively:
? − pr(i(book, t) | (obs(tv(S1)) & obs(light(S2)) & obs(look(t))), V 1 ). ? − pr(i(drink, t) | (obs(tv(S1)) & obs(light(S2)) & obs(look(t))), V 2 ). ? − pr(i(rem, t) | (obs(tv(S1)) & obs(light(S2)) & obs(look(t))), V 3 ). ? − pr(i(switch, t) | (obs(tv(S1)) & obs(light(S2)) & obs(look(t))), V 4 ).
where S 1 , S 2 are Boolean values (t or f), to be instantiated during execution, depending on the states of the light and TV. Let us consider the possible cases:
• If the light is off (S 2 =f), then V 1 = V 2 = V 3 = 0, V 4 =1.0, regardless of the state of the TV.
• If the light is on and TV is off (S 1 = t, S 2 = f), then V 1 =0.7521, V 2 = 0.5465, V 3 = 0.5036, V 4 = 0.0101.
• If both light and TV are on (S 1 = t, S 2 = t), then V 1 = 0, V 2 = 0.6263, V 3 = 0.9279, V 4 = 0.0102. Thus, if one observes that the light is off, definitely the elder is looking for the light switch, given that he is looking around. Otherwise, if one observes the light is on, in both cases where the TV is either on or off, the first three intentions book, drink, remote control still need to be put under consideration in the next phase, generating possible plans for each of them. The intention of looking for the light switch is very unlikely to be the case comparing with other three, thus being ruled out. When there is light one goes directly to the light switch if the intention is to turn it off, without having to look for it.
Example 8 (Elder Care, cont'd) Suppose in the above Elder Care scenario, the final confirmed intention is that of looking for a drink 4 . The possibilities are: natural pure water, tea, coffee and juice. The EP system now is employed to help the elder with choosing an appropriate drink. The scenario is coded with the EP program below. The elder's physical states are utilized in a priori preferences and expectation rules to guarantee that just choices that are contextually safe for the elder are generated. Only after that other aspects, for example the elder's pleasure with respect to each kind of drink, are taken into account, with the a posteriori preferences.
1. abds([water/0, coffee/0, tea/0, juice/0, precise_result/0, imprecise_result/0]). has_intention(elder,drink) . drink ← tea. drink ← coffee. drink ← water. drink ← juice. 4. expect_not(coffee) ← prolog(blood_high_pressure).
expect(coffee). expect(tea). expect(water). expect(juice). 3. on_observe(drink) ←
expect_not(coffee) ← prolog(sleep_difficulty). expect_not(coffee) ← prolog(late). expect_not(juice) ← prolog(late). 5. ← tea, coffee.
← coffee, juice. ← tea, juice.
← tea, water. 6. coffee <| tea ← prolog(morning_time).
coffee <| water ← prolog(morning_time). coffee <| juice ← prolog(morning_time). 7. juice <| coffee ← prolog(hot).
juice <| tea ← prolog(hot). juice <| water ← prolog(hot). water <| coffee ← prolog(hot). water <| tea ← prolog(hot). 8. tea <| coffee ← prolog(cold).
tea <| juice ← prolog(cold). tea <| water ← prolog(cold). 9. pleasure_level(3) ← coffee. pleasure_level(2) ← tea. pleasure_level(1) ← juice. pleasure_level(0) ← water. 10. sugar_level(1) ← coffee.
sugar_level(1) ← tea. sugar_level(5) ← juice.
sugar_level(0) ← water. 11.caffein_level(5) ← coffee.
13. on_observe(health_check) ← time_for_health_check. health_check ← precise_result. health_check ← imprecise_result. 14. expect(precise_result) ← no_hight_sugar, no_high_caffein.
holds_in_evol(imprecise_result, E j ).
beginProlog. : -assert(scheduled_events(1, [has_intention(elder,drink)])), assert(scheduled_events(2, [time_for_health_check])). late :-time(T), (T > 23; T < 5).
morning_time :-time(T), T > 7, T < 10. hot :-temperature(TM), TM > 32. cold :-temperature(TM), TM < 10. blood_high_pressure :-physical_state(blood_high_pressure). sleep_difficulty :-physical_state(sleep_difficulty). endProlog.
The information regarding the environment (current time, current temperature) and the physical states of the elder is coded in parts 9-11. The assisting system is supposed to be aware of this information in order to provide good suggestions.
Part 1 is the declaration of the program abducibles: water, coffee, tea, and juice. All of them in this case are always expected (part 2). Part 3 exhibits an intention triggering active goal: since the intention recognition module confirms that the elder's intention is to find something to drink, the EP system is triggered to seek appropriate suggestions for achieving the elder's intention. The counter-expectation rules in part 4 state that coffee is not expected if the elder has high blood pressure, experiences difficulty to sleep or it is late; and juice is not expected if it is late. Note that the reserved predicate prolog/1 is used to allow embedding Prolog code, put between two built-in keywords, beginProlog and endProlog, in an EP program. More details can be found in . The integrity constraints in part 5 say that it is not allowed to have at the same time the following pairs of drink: tea and coffee, tea and juice, coffee and juice, and tea and water. However, it is the case that the elder can have coffee or juice together with water at the same time.
The a priori preferences in part 6 say in the morning coffee is preferred to tea, water and juice. And if it is hot, juice is preferred to all other kinds of drink and water is preferred to tea and coffee (part 7). In addition, the a priori preferences in part 8 state if the weather is cold, tea is the most favorable, i.e. preferred to all other kinds of drink. Now let us look at the suggestions provided by the Elder Care assisting system modeled by this EP program, considering some cases:
1. time (24) Note future events can be asserted as Prolog code using the reserved predicate scheduled_events/2. For more details of its use see .
As one can gather, the suggestions provided by this assisting system are quite contextually appropriate. We might elaborate current factors (time, temperature, physical states) and even consider more factors to provide more appropriate suggestions if ever the situation gets more complicated.
Security and Emergency
Security in AmI. Security is one of the key issues for AmI success , and particularly important in home environments . It comprises two important categories: security in terms of Burglary Alarm systems and security in terms of health and wellbeing of the residents (prevention, monitoring) .
So far Burglary Alarm technology has been mainly based on sensing and recognizing the very last action of an intrusion plan, such as "breaking the door" Wikipedia) . However, it may be too late to provide an appropriate protection. Burglary Alarm systems need to be able to guess in advance the possibility of an intrusion on the basis of the very first observable actions of potential intruders. For example, it would be useful to find out how likely a stranger constantly staring at your house has an intrusion intention, taking into account the particular situation, e.g. if he has weapon or if it is night time. This information can be sent to the carer, the assistive system, or the elders themselves (if there are no carers or assistive systems available), for them to get prepared (e.g. turn on the light or sounders to scare off burglars or call relatives, police, firemen, etc.). Our intention-based decision making system proves appropriate to deal with this scenario. Given any currently observed actions, the probability of the on-going conceivable intentions are computed, and if the one of the intrusion intention is large enough or is among (some of) the most likely intentions, the EP component should be informed of a potential intrusion, so as to make a timely decision, and issue suggestions to the elders. To be more certain about the possibility of an intrusion, additional observations may need to be made, but at least for now it is about ready to handle any potentially negative forthcoming situations. Waiting until being sure to get ready can be too late to take appropriate actions. For illustration, consider the next example.
Example 9 (Solving Intrusion) Envisage a situation where the intention recognition system recognized an intention of intrusion at night. The system must either warn the elders who are sleeping, automatically call the nearest police, or activate the embedded burglary alarm. If the elders are sleeping and ill, they do not expect to be warned, but prefer other solutions. Due to potential disturbance, the elders prefer simply activating the burglary system to calling the police as long as no weapon is detected and there is a single intruder. Suppose it is night-time and an intrusion intention is recognized, then the active goal solve intrusion (part 1) is triggered, and the EP system starts reasoning to find the most appropriate solutions.
This program has three abductive solutions: [call_police], [warn_persons], and [activate_alarm]
since all the abducibles are expected and there is no expectations to their contrary. Suppose it detects that the elders are sleeping and known to be ill, i.e. literals ill and sleeping are factual. In this case, the elders do not expect to be warned (part 4), thus ruling out the second solution [warn_persons] . And if no weapon is detected and there is only a single intruder, the a priori preference in part 5 is triggered, which defeats the solution where only call police is present (due to the impossibility of simultaneously abducing activate alarm). Hence, the only solution is to activate the burglary alarm. However, if weapons were detected, the preference in part 6 is triggered and defeats the [activate_alarm] solution. The only solution left is to call the police (call_police).
Regarding Burglary Alarm systems, in the following example we consider a simple scenario of recognizing an elder's intentions.
Example 10 (Detecting Intrusion) An elder stays alone in his apartment. One day the Burglary Alarm is ringing, and the assisting system observes that the elder is looking for something. In order to assist him, the system needs to figure out what he intends to find. Possible things are: Alarm button (AlarmB); Contact Device (ContDev), Defensible Weapons (Weapon), and light switch (Switch). The BN representing this scenario is in Figure 4 . The Bayesian network for intention recognition has three top nodes in the pre-intentional level, representing the causes or reasons of the intentions, which are Alarm_On, Defensible and Light_on. The first and last nodes are evidence nodes, i.e. their values are observable. There is only one observable action, represented by the node Looking in the last layer. It is a direct child of the intention nodes. The conditional probability tables (CPD) of each node in the BN are given. For example, the table of the node Defensible says that the elder is able to defense himself (with weapons) with probability of 0.3 and not able to do so with probability 0.7. The table in the top-right corner provides the probability of the elder looking around for something conditional on the intentions. Based on this BN one can now compute the conditional probability of each intention given the observed action.
Another security issue concerns health and well-being of the residents. AmI systems need to be able to prevent hazardous situations, which usually come from dangerous ideas or intentions (e.g. take a bath when drunk, drink alcohol while not permitted, or even commit suicide) of the assisted persons, especially those with mental impairments (P. . To this end, guessing their intentions from the very first relevant actions is indispensable to take timely actions. In our incremental intention recognition method, a BN will be built to compute how likely there is a dangerous intention, with respect to any currently observed actions, and carers would be informed in case it is likely enough, in order to get prepared in time.
Emergency in AmI.
Handling emergency situations is another important issue in AmI. There are a wide range of emergency situations, e.g. in security, when recognizing intrusion intention of a stranger or dangerous intentions of the assisted person. They also can occur when detecting fire, unconsciousness or unusualness in regular activities (e.g. sleep for too long), etc. Emergency handling in the EP system can be done by having an active goal rule for whichever emergency situation. For solving the goal, a list of possible actions, all represented by abducible enablers, are available to form solutions. Then, users' preferences are encoded using all kinds of preference of EP: a priori ones for preferring amongst available actions, a posteriori ones for comparing solutions taking into account their consequences and utility, and a posteriori evolution result ones for comparing more-than-one-step consequences. Moreover, the expectation and counter expectation rules are used to encode pros and cons of the users towards each available action, or towards any abducible in general.
Discussion of Other AmI Issues. We have shown how our intention-based decision making framework can enable the provision of proactive support for assisted people, and the tackling of the AmI security and emergency issues. We now briefly sketch how it can be utilized to address yet other important issues in AmI.
First of all, it is known that intention recognition plays a central role in human communication . In addition, an important aspect of intentions is future-directedness, i.e. if we intend something now it means we intend to execute a course of actions to achieve it in the future . Most actions may be executed only at a far distance in time. Thus, we usually need to guess others' intentions from the very first clues, such as their actions or spoken sentences, in order to secure a smooth conversation or collaboration. Perhaps we guess a wrong intention, but we need to be able to react in a timely manner; and that is also part of the conversation. We can simply attempt to confirm by asking, e.g. "is this (...) what you mean?". Our intention-based decision making framework can be used to design better and more friendly humancomputer interaction devices that can react to human behavior and speech, communicate with them to confirm their intentions so as to provide appropriate help when necessary, after having guessed their likely intentions using an intention recognition system. Yet another issue is that, in order to be highly accepted by the users, an assistive system should be able to proffer explanations for the suggestions it provides. In EP, that can be easily done by keeping all the preferences, integrity constraints, expectation and counter expectation rules that were used both to consider and to rule out abductive solutions.
Other domains: Intention-based Decision Making in Moral Reasoning and Game Theory

Intention-based decision making in moral reasoning
A key factor in legal and moral judgments is intention . Intent differentiates, for instance, murder from manslaughter. When making a moral decision, it is crucial to recognize if an action or decision is intentional (or at least very likely to be intentional so as, for instance, to be judged beyond reasonable double) or not. Intentionality plays the central part in different moral rules, notably the double effect principle , rendered as follows:
Harming another individual is permissible if it is the foreseen consequence of an act that will lead to a greater good; in contrast, it is impermissible to harm someone else as an intended means to a greater good.
This principle is particularly applicable for the well-known trolley problems, having the following initial circumstance : "There is a trolley and its conductor has fainted. The trolley is headed toward five people walking on the track. The banks of the track are so steep that they will not be able to get off the track in time." Given this circumstance, there exist several cases of moral dilemmas . Let us consider the following three typical cases (illustrated in Figure 5 ). Bystander. Hank is standing next to a switch that can turn the trolley onto a sidetrack, thereby preventing it from killing the five people. However, there is a man standing on the sidetrack. Hank can throw the switch, killing him; or he can refrain from doing so, letting the five die. Is it morally permissible for Hank to throw the switch?
Footbridge. Ian is on the bridge over the trolley track, next to a heavy man, which he can shove onto the track in the path of the trolley to stop it, preventing the killing of five people. Ian can shove the man onto the track, resulting in death; or he can refrain from doing so, letting the five die. Is it morally permissible for Ian to shove the man?
Loop Track. Ned is standing next to a switch that can temporarily turn the trolley onto a sidetrack, without stopping, only to join the main track again. There is a heavy man on the sidetrack. If the trolley hits the man, he will slow down the trolley, giving time for the five to escape. Ned can throw the switch, killing the man; or he can refrain from doing so, letting the five die. Is it morally permissible for Ned to throw the switch?
The trolley problem suite has been used in tests to assess moral judgments of subjects from demographically diverse populations . Interestingly, although all three cases have the same goal, i.e. to save five albeit killing one, subjects come to different judgments on whether the action to reach the goal is permissible or impermissible, i.e. permissible for the Bystander case, but impermissible for the Footbridge and Loop Track cases. As reported by , the judgments appear to be widely shared among demographically diverse populations. We show how the trolley problems can be modeled within our intention-based decision making framework, leading to outcomes complying with the moral principle of double effect. In all these three cases, as the action to be judged is given explicitly, one just has to decide whether the action is an intentional act of killing or not. The three-layered Bayesian network in Figure 6 is provided for this purpose. Here since we are deciding whether the observed action O is an intentional killing act, we can easily define the CPD of O, P(O = t | IK) =1 for all IK ∈ {t,f}. Next, the CPD of IK can be defined as
follows: P(IK = t | IM = t, PR) = 1; P(IK = t | IM = f, PR = t) = 0.6; P(IK =t |IM = f, PR =f ) = 0.
We now only need to focus on prior probabilities of IM and PK. The P-log program representing this BN can be provided similarly to the one in Example 3.
In the original form of the trolley cases presented above, any personal reason is not considered, thus having prior probability of 0. The prior probability of IM is 0 for the Bystander case and 1 for the other cases. Hence, the probability of intentional killing, i.e. P(IK = t | O = t), is 0 for the Bystander case and 1 for the other two cases.
Let us consider how to model the first two cases, those of the Bystander and the Footbridge. The Loop track case can be done similarly.
Example 11 (Bystander) In the following we see how the Bystander case can be coded using our intention-based decision making framework.
1. abds ([watching/0, throwing_switch/0] (5)) ← train_straight.
expect(throwing_switch).
redirect_train ← throwing_switch. end(die(1)) ← human(X), side_track(X), redirect_train. 5. side_track(john). human(john). 6. intentional_kill ← throwing_switch, has_intention(ned, kill, Pr), prolog(Pr > 0.95).
← intentional_killing. 7. A i << A j ← holds_given(end(die(N)), A i ), holds_given(end(die(K)), A j ), N < K.
Part 1 is the declaration of abducibles. Parts 6-7 model the principle of double effect. Namely, part 6 says it is impermissible to have an action (that is, throwing the switch) of intentional killing, which is judged so if intentional killing is predicted by the model with a probability greater some given threshold. This threshold depends on how certain the judgment needs to be provided, for instance, say 0.95 if it is 'guilty beyond reasonable doubt'. Part 7 says the scenario involving the saving of more people is more favorable. When the train with the fainted conductor is coming, agent Hank has to decide either to watch the train go straight or throw the switch (part 2). There is always the possible expectation to watch the train go straight or the possible expectation to throw the switch, there being no expectations to their contrary (parts 3 and 4).
Because in this Bystander case, the probability of intentional killing is 0, P(IK = t | O = t) = 0, there are two prior abductive solutions: [watching, not throwing_switch] , [throwing_switch, not watching] .
Next the a posteriori preferences are taken into account to rule out the less preferred abductive solutions. Considering the a posteriori preference in part 7, the abductive solution including watching is ruled out since it leads to the consequence of five people dying (part 3), which is less preferred than the one including throwing_switch that leads to the consequence of non-intentional killing of one person. In short,
Hank's decision is to throw the switch to save five people although one will die (unintentionally killed). Now let us modify the original Bystander case to see how the factor 'personal reason' (PR) in the BN model may affect any moral judgment. Supposed there is a good chance that there is some evidence showing that Hank wants to kill the person on the sidetrack: P(PR = t) = 0.85. Now, the probability of intentional killing is: P(IK = t | O = t) = 0.51. It is not enough to judge that Hank's action is one of intentional killing, beyond reasonable doubt, but the probability is high enough to require further investigation to clarify the case.
Example 12 (Footbridge) The footbridge case can be coded with the following program.
1. abds([watching/0, shove/1]). on_observe(decide) ← train_comming. decide ← watching. decide ← shove(X). ← watching, shove(X).
expect(watching).
train_straight ← watching. end(die (5)
heavy(john). inanimate_object(rock).
heavy(rock). 5. stand_near(john).
%stand_near(rock). 6. intentional_kill ← human(X), shove(X), has_intention(ian, kill, Pr), Prolog(Pr > 0.95).
Similarly to the previous case, part 1 provides is the declaration of program abducibles. There is always expectation to watch the train go straight and no expectation to its contrary (part 2). However, the action of shoving an object is only possible if there is an object near Ian to shove (part 3). To make this case more interesting we can have an additional heavy object, e.g. rock, on the footbridge near to Ian and see whether our model of the moral rule still allows the reasoning to deliver moral decisions as expected.
Similarly to the Bystander case, the double effect principle is modeled in parts 6 and 7.
If there is a person, named John, standing near to Ian (part 5), then there is a possible expectation to shove John (part 3). However, shoving a human is an intentional killing action, which does not satisfy the integrity constraint in part 6, since the probability of intentional killing predicted by the BN model is 1: In short, if standing near to Ian is a person he has only one choice to watch the train go straight and kill five people since shoving a person to the sidetrack is an intentional killing action. However, if standing near to him were an inanimate object, he would shove the object to stop the train, saving the five and killing no one.
Uncertainty about observed actions. Usually moral reasoning is performed upon conceptual knowledge of the actions. But it often happens that one has to pass a moral judgment on a situation without actually observing the situation, i.e. there is no full, certain information about the actions. The BN in Figure 6 is not applicable anymore. In this case, it is important to be able to reason about the actions, under uncertainty, that might have occurred, and thence provide judgment adhering to moral rules within some prescribed uncertainty level. Courts, for example, are required to proffer rulings beyond reasonable doubt. There is a vast body of research on proof beyond reasonable doubt within the legal community, e.g. verdict(guilty_beyond_reasonable_doubt) or verdict(not_guilty) is expected a priori (part 3 and 9). The sort intentionality in part 4 represents the possibilities of an action being performed intentionally (int) or non-intentionally (not_int). Random attributes df_run and br_slip in part 5 and 6 denote two kinds of evidence: Ian was definitely running on the bridge in a hurry (df_run) and the bridge was slippery at the time (br_slip), respectively. Each has prior probability of 4/10. The probability with which shoving is performed intentionally is captured by the random attribute shoved (part 7), which is causally influenced by both evidence. Part 9 defines when the verdicts (guilty and not_guilty) are considered highly probable using the meta-probabilistic predicate pr_iShv/1, defined in part 8. It denotes the probability of intentional shoving, whose value is determined by the existence of evidence that Ian was running in a hurry past the man (signaled by predicate evd_run/1) and that the bridge was slippery (signaled by predicate evd_slip/1). pa(rsb,br_slip(t),d_ (4, 10) ). 7. shoved : intentionality. random(rs, shoved, full). pa(rs,shoved(int),d_(97,100)) :-df_run(f),br_slip(f). pa(rs,shoved(int),d_(45,100)) :-df_run(f),br_slip(t). pa(rs,shoved(int),d_(55,100)) :-df_run(t),br_slip(f). pa(rs,shoved(int),d_(5,100)) :-df_run(t),br_slip(t).
:-dynamic evd_run/1, evd_slip/1. 8. pr_iShv ( Using the above model, different judgments can be delivered by our system, subject to available evidence and attending truth-value. We exemplify some cases in the sequel. If both evidence are available, where it is known that Ian was running in a hurry on the slippery bridge, then he may have bumped the man accidentally, shoving him unintentionally onto the track. This case is captured by the first pr_iShv rule (part 8): the probability of intentional shoving is 0.05. Thus, the atom highly_probable(not guilty) holds (part 10). Hence, verdict(not_guilty) is the preferred final abductive solution (part 3). The same abductive solution is obtained if it is observed that the bridge was slippery, but whether Ian was running in a hurry was not observable. The probability of intentional shoving, captured by pr_iShv, is 0.29.
On the other hand, if the evidence shows that Ian was not running in a hurry and the bridge was also not slippery, then they do not support the explanation that the man was shoved unintentionally, e.g., by accidental bumping. The action of shoving is more likely to have been performed intentionally. Using the model, the probability of 0.97 is returned and, being greater than 0.95, verdict(guilty_beyond_reasonable_doubt) becomes the sole abductive solution. In another case, if it is only known the bridge was not slippery and no other evidence is available, then the probability of intentional shoving becomes 0.79, and, by parts 4 and 10, no abductive solution is preferred. This translates into the need for more evidence, as the available one is not enough to issue judgment.
Intention-based decision making in Game Theory
In strategic and economic situations as typically modeled using the game theoretical framework , the achievement of a goal by an agent usually does not depend uniquely on its own actions, but also on the decisions and actions of others-especially when the possibility of communication is limited . The knowledge about intention of others in such situations could enable an recognizing agent to plan in advance, either to secure a successful cooperation, to deal with potential hostile behaviors, and thus take the best advantage of such knowledge . Additionally, in more realistic settings where deceit may offer additional profits, agents often attempt to hide their real intentions and make others believe in faked ones . Undoubtedly, in all such situations a capability of recognizing intentions of others and take them into account when making decision is crucial, providing its withholders with significant net benefit or evolutionary advantages. Indeed, the capacity for intention recognition and intention-based decision making can be found abundantly in many kinds of humans' interactions and communications, widely documented for instance in Woodward, et al., 2009 ). In addition, there is a large body of literature on experimental economics that shows the importance of intention-based decision making in diverse kinds of strategic games, for instance, the Prisoner's dilemma , the Moonlighting game and the Ultimatum game . In addition, computational models show that the taking into account of the ongoing strategic intentions of others is crucial for agents' success in the course of different strategic games .
Let us consider some examples of intention-based decision making in the context of the Prisoner's dilemma (PD), where in each interaction a player needs to choose a move, either to cooperate ('c') or to defect ('d'). In a one-shot PD interaction, it is always better off choosing to defect, but cooperation might be favorable if the PD is repeated (called iterated PD), that is, there is a good chance that players will play the same PD with each other again. Several successful strategies have been provided in the context of the iterated PD (see a survey in ) (Chapter 3)), most famously amongst them are tit-for-tat (tft) and win-stay-lose-shift (wsls).
The following two strategies (each denoted by IR), operating upon intent-based decision making, have been shown to be better than those famous strategies of the iterated PD . In the sequel we show how to model them within our framework.
Example 14 (Intention-based decision making rule in ) Prefer to cooperate if the co-player intends to cooperate, and prefer to defect otherwise. At the start of a new interaction, an IR player needs to choose a move, either cooperate (c) or defect (d) (parts 2-3). Both options are expected, and there are no expectations to the contrary (part 4). There are two a priori preferences in part 5, stating that an IR player prefers to cooperate if the co-player's recognized intention is to cooperate, and prefers to defect otherwise. The built-in predicate has_intention/2, in the body of the preferences, triggers the intention recognition module to validate if the co-player is more likely to have the intention expressed in the second argument.
Example 15 (Intention-based decision making rule in ) Defect if the co-player's recognized intention or rule of behavior is always-cooperate (allc) or alwaysdefect (alld), cooperate if it is tft; and if it is wsls, cooperate if last game state is both cooperated (denoted by R) or both defected (denoted by P) and defect if the current game state is IR defected and the co-player cooperated (denoted by T) or vice versa (denoted by S).
This rule of behavior is learnt using a dataset collected from prior interactions with those strategies . At the start of a new interaction, an IR needs to choose a move, either cooperate (c) or defect (d) (parts 2-3). Both options are expected, and there are no expectations to the contrary. The a priori preferences in part 5 stating which move IR prefers to choose, given the recognized intention of the co-player (allc, alld, tft or wsls) and the current game state ('T', 'R', 'P' or 'S'). The built-in predicate has_intention/2 in the body of the preferences triggers the intention recognition module to validate if the co-player is most likely to follow a given intention (strategy), specified by the second argument.
In short, our framework is general and expressive, suitable for intention-based decision making in the context of game theory.
Conclusions and Future Works
We have summarized our previous work on Evolution Prospection (EP) and have shown how to obtain its coherent combination with the intention recognition system, for achieving intention-based decision making. The EP system has proven useful before for the purpose of decision making , and has now been empowered to take into account the intentions of other agentsan important aspect that has not been well explored so far (O. . The fact that both systems are Logic Programming based enabled their easy integration. We have described and exemplified several ways in which an EP agent can benefit from having an ability to recognize intentions in other agents.
Notwithstanding, the combination of intention recognitions approach we have used here is not deemed restricted to Logic Programming based systems. In general, any intention recognition system, and indeed, any decision making system, can be considered. The ideas of combined integration described here can be adopted by other decision making systems to account for intentions.
We have addressed the need for intention-based decision making in different application domains, including Ambient Intelligence and Elder Care , where decision making techniques as well as intention recognition abilities are becoming of increased importance . Furthermore, we have also described how important and ubiquitous intention-based decision making is in the moral reasoning and game theory setting application domains.
In future work, we consider applying our combined system to other application domains, including story understanding , human-computer and interface-agents systems , traffic monitoring , assistive living , military settings , and moral reasoning , where intention recognition has proven useful and of great practicality. Another area of future development is to extend our system to enable collective or group intention recognition in a decision making process. In this regard, we have made some initial attempts in the Elder Care domain .
